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Reduction of contact forces in a
rotor-stator-system in case of rubbing through
active auxiliary bearing
Alvaro Chavez∗, Heinz Ulbrich and Lucas Ginzinger
Institute of Applied Mechanics, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Abstract. The present manuscript deals with the problem of rotor-stator rubbing. Due to performance increase in rotating
machinery, rubbing processes happen more frequently. These are very complicated mechanisms that lead to high impact loads,
vibrations and instability. The authors propose a control technique by using an active auxiliary bearing to overcome the problem
of rubbing. The control concept enables a transition of the rotor towards a contact situation (with an auxiliary bearing) without
rebounding and loss of contact. To investigate the practical feasibility of this approach, numerical simulation has been used to
show that using this control concept the impulse (and contact force respectively) can be significantly decreased. Experiments to
validate the theoretical findings are already in progress and will be published soon.
Keywords: Active auxiliary bearing, rotor-to-stator rubs, unilateral contact, time stepping

1. Introduction
Because of the continuous performance increase of turbo machines it comes to rubbing between components of the
rotor and the housing. These unwanted rubbing processes are complicated mechanisms which induce vibrations with
the consequence of emerging contact forces, causing not only high impact loads, but also a multitude of vibrations
with large amplitudes or even instabilities. This can lead to heavy damage of the machine or to complete destruction.
In order to avoid this, a method has been investigated with the help of controlled active bearings to minimize the
contact forces. An auxiliary bearing exerts control forces on the rotating system, which is connected to the base
through electromagnetic actuators. Because of problem specific control strategies multi impacts during rubbing can
be avoided and the amplitude of the single impacts can be drastically reduced, which will be shown by numeric
simulations.
Several authors presented control concepts for minimizing the contact forces in rotor systems. For example, Jiang
and Ulbrich [7] developed optimal control for a Laval rotor. This control design bases on a stability investigation,
when the system is in full annular rub. This means that the amplitude and the frequency of the vibrations of the rotor
and the auxiliary bearing are both the same and constant. Ulbrich et al. [16] showed that it is possible to reduce the
contact force between the flexible rotor and the auxiliary bearing. The controller has been activated before the first
contact occurs. Therefore a smooth transition to full annular rub is ensured. Yigit and Christouforou [17] used a
linearized drill model and a quadratic cost functional to cancel vibration from friction between bore hole and drill.
On the other hand, numerous interesting research publications about impact loads in robotic systems have been
published in the last decade, Brogliato [4], Tornamb è [14], but the problem of controlling the impact is still open.
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Fig. 1. Active rotor-auxiliary bearing system.

The difficulty is related to a sudden change of the equations of motion when there is a switch from a state of no
contact to contact condition.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the equations of motion of the system, the flexible rotor
and the active auxiliary bearing. The use of a rigid contact model is used in Section 3, to model the impact between
rotor and auxiliary bearing. Subsequently Section 4 deals with the control scheme formulation. The transition
phase from the free motion state to the constrained state without rebounds will be shown in Section 5 through the
simulation of the dynamics. The test rig is described in Section 6 and finally the conclusions of this work are drawn
in Section 7.

2. Modeling of the equations of motion
The computer model of the mechanical system is modeled by a hybrid multibody system (HMBS) method. The
HMBS approach is useful when active components are included, Ulbrich [15]. This method assures a modular and
physical transparent description of complex dynamical systems, Bremer [2,3].
The active rotor-auxiliary bearing system consists of an elastic rotor, which is pivoted over two isotropic ball
bearings, an auxiliary bearing connected to two electromagnetic actuators with 45 ◦ alignment attached to the base,
a magnetic bearing to create realistic stimulation and an asynchronous motor as a controlled driving unit with a
characteristic torque-speed curve.
2.1. Rotor
The mechanical modeling characterized the rotor as an elastic shaft, which is held by two passive bearings with
linear characteristic curves. The rotor has a continuous mass distribution and has been modeled by the EulerBernoulli beam theory. The elastic deformation of the beam takes into account the bending and the torsion which are
considered small and of first order. Inertia, material damping, gyroscopic effects, elastic forces, rotations symmetry
and spin are also take into account in the mathematical model.
The elastic deformation of the rotor as a function of time t and the location of the beam element expressed by a
coordinate z along the rotor axis can be represented by the Ritz approximation functions
u(z, t) = uT (z)qru (t) ;

v(z, t) = uT (z)qrv (t) ;

ϑ(z, t) = ϑT (z)qrϑ (t) ;

ϑ, qrϑ ∈ Rnt ;

u, qru , qrv ∈ Rnb ;

(1)

where the elements of these vectors u and ϑ are admissible shape functions, with n b and nt as the number of shape
functions in bending and torsion respectively. The relevant eigenfunctions of the rotor at the nominal frequency are
displayed in Fig. 2.
The derivation of the equations of motion of the rotor has been done by using the theorems of linear and angular
momentum. Description of the rotor system took place in the fixed Cartesian coordinates so that the center line of
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Fig. 2. Eigenmodes of the rotor Ωnom = 50 Hz.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the actuator (left), force-field of the actuator (right).

the shaft lies on the z-axis. From this follows
Mr q̈r + [Dr + Gr (Ω)]q̇r + [Sr + Nr (Ω̇, Ω)]qr = hr .

(2)

Mr is the mass matrix, Dr + Gr is the damping and skew gyroscopic matrix , S r + Nr is the stiffness and the skew
circulatory symmetric matrix. Vector h r is the generalized external force. Vector q r (t) = [qTru (t) qTrv (t) qTrϑ (t)]T ∈
Rnr is representing the generalized coordinates. The calculation of the matrices is pointed out in detail by Bremer
and Pfeiffer [3], Bremer [2], Ulbrich [15], and others.
2.2. Active auxiliary bearing
The schematic of the active auxiliary bearing is shown in Fig. 1. The active support of the auxiliary bearing is
realized by two electromagnetic actuators in a 45 ◦ mounting, whereby the stiffness is rotational symmetric.
An electromagnetic actuator capable of applying forces to the rotor indirectly via the auxiliary bearing is shown
in Fig. 3 (left). The scheme shows a cross section of this active element, consisting mainly of two pull disks fixed on
the shaft. Two annular membranes realize a frictionless support of the movable shaft with a very high radial stiffness
and radial flexibility. To generate the actuator force, a high energy pre-magnetization circuit (bias-flux by highly
energized permanent magnets) is superimposed by a magnetic control field, excited by the control coils operated
in differential mode. The mathematical description of the unidirectional electromagnetic actuator is completely
described in Oberbeck [9].
The actuator is able to generate forces up to 1 kN and has a maximum stroke of 1 mm. The Fig. 3 (right) shows
the characteristic curve (static force-field), obtained by the variation of the control current and the displacement.
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The mechanical model of the active auxiliary bearing is assumed as a rigid body, which is connected through
damper-spring elements at the housing of the actuator to the base. The equation of motion of the active element is
Ma q̈a (t) + Da q̇a (t) = ua (qa , i) ,

(3)

where qa ∈ R2 as the degree of freedom in x, and y direction. M a is the mass matrix of the auxiliary bearing and
the actuator. Da is the matrix for the outer damping. u a (qa , i) is the force vector of the characteristic curve for both
actuators.

3. Contact kinematics
The contact law is formulated by the non-smooth characteristic curve as described in Pfeiffer and Glocker [10]
(1996), Glocker [6] (1995). Following the arguments of these authors, a unilateral contact can be opened or closed
during the time dependent process. When the contact is closed (active contact) a pressure force can be transferred
through the contact point.
In order to analyze the contact kinematics, a generalized n-dimensional vector q is defined. The vectors q r and
qa , which are defined by Eqs (2) and (3), respectively have dimensions equal to n r and 2, where
q = [qTr qTa ]T

∈ Rn .

(4)

The matrices JT,a , JT,r , JR,r are defined as
⎡
⎤
00010
JT,a = ⎣ 0 0 0 0 1 ⎦ ,
00000
⎡ T
⎤
u (z) 0 0 0 0
JT,r = ⎣ 0 uT (z) 0 0 0 ⎦ ∈ R3×n ,
0
0 000
⎤
⎡
0 −uT (z) 0 0 0
0
0 0 0⎦.
JR,r = ⎣ uT (z)
T
0
0
ϑ (z) 0 0

(5)

In Eq. (5), J T,r and JR,r are the translatory and the rotatory Jacobian Matrices and J T,a is the translatory Jacobian
Matrix of the active auxiliary bearing. u(z), ϑ(z) are the vectors of the shape functions of the rotor and u  (z) the
derivative of u(z).
−−→
Figure 4 shows the cross section of the auxiliary bearing and the rotor before contact. Thereby is δ = | P1 P2 |, n1 ,
t1 normal and tangential vector and e3 the basis vector of the z-axis with

δ = qT [JT,r − JT,a ]T [JT,r − JT,a ]q ,
(6)
n1 = −δ −1 [JT,r − JT,a ]q ,
t1 = e3 n1 .
The distance between the contact points (s 1 , s2 ) in Fig. 4 can be formulated in the following way:
gN = −rTD n1
= δ0 − δ ,
ġN = vTs1 n1 + vTs2 n2 = δ −1 qT [JT,r − JT,a ]T [JT,r − JT,a ] q̇ ,

A

ġT = vTs1 t1 + vTs2 n2 = δ −1 qT [JT,r −


(7)

T
JT,a ]T e3 [JT,r
B

− JT,a ] q̇ +

rr eT3 JR,r



q̇ .

c

gN is the norm of the distance, ġ N , ġT are the norm of the tangential and relative velocity, respectively. After the
analysis of the contact kinematics the total differential of Eq. (7) will be discretized (first order Taylor approximation)
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as already formulated in Stiegelmeyr [13]. The following difference relations were used to obtain the previou
equation:
dgN (q) =

∂gN
dq
∂q


→

ΔgN (q) = WTN Δq + O(2) ,

WT
N

T
∂ ġ
∂ ġ
dġN (q̇, q) = N dq̇ + N dq → ΔġN (q̇, q) = WTN Δq̇ + WN Δq + O(2) ,
∂ q̇
∂q


WT
N

dġT (q̇, q) =

(8)

T
WN

T
∂ ġT
∂ ġ
dq̇ + T dq → ΔġT (q̇, q) = WTT Δq̇ + WT Δq + O(2) ,
∂ q̇
∂q


WT
T

WN = −δ −1 Aq

T

WT

WT = δ −1 [BT q + δcT ] ,

WN = δ −1 [ġN WN − Aq̇]

(9)

WT = δ −1 [(ġT − cq̇)WN + Bq̇] .

With the help of:
Δq = q(t + Δt) − q(t) = ql+1 − ql ,
l+1
l
ΔgN = gN (q + Δq) − gN (q) = gN
− gN
,
l+1
l
− ġN
,
ΔġN = gN (q̇ + Δq̇, q + Δq) − gN (q̇, q) = ġN

ΔġT = gT (q̇ + Δq̇, q + Δq) − gT (q̇, q) = ġTl+1 − ġTl .
3.0.1. Unilateral constrain force
The equation of motion with unilateral contact can be written in the following compact form:
Mq̈ = −h(q̇, q, t) + WTN λN + WTT λT .

(10)
W TN

WTT

and
are the contact vectors from Eq. (9)
Here λN and λT are the normal and tangential force. Vector
which projecting the contact forces in configuration coordinates into the generalized coordinates. The vector h
contains all gyroscopic and active forces as well as all moments and will be defined in the sections below.
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Fig. 5. Constrain force.

The discretization of the acceleration in Eq. (10) is realized through the explicit Euler formula (Eq. 11) and the
velocity is discretized by the implicit rule (Eq. 12)
q̈ =

q̇l+1 − q̇l
,
Δt

(11)

q̇l+1 = q̇l + M−1 [h + WTN λN + WTT λT ]Δt ,
ql+1 = ql + q̇l+1 Δt .

(12)

Equations (10), (11), (12) were inserted in Eq. (8) leading to Eq. (13)
l+1




l
GN N Δt GN T Δt ΛN
gN
GN
r
g
=
+
HΔt + N + N .
GT N
ġT
GT T
ΛT
GT
rT
ġT

(13)

The forces were multiplied bei Δt, Λ N = λN Δt, ΛT = λT Δt and H = hΔt. More abbreviations are listed
below:
GN N = GN WN

GN = WTN M−1 ; GT = [WT + WT Δt]T M−1 ,
; GN T = GN WT ; GT N = GT WN ; GT T = GT WT ,
T

rN = WTN q̇l Δt ; rT = WT q̇l Δt .
The calculation of the momentum Λ N , ΛT , and accordingly the normal and tangential forces λ N , λT are derived
from Fig. 5 and determined as follows.
l+1
l+1
gN
 0 λN  0
gN
λN = 0 ,
l+1
ġT = 0
| λT | −μλN  0 ,
λT + sign(ġTl+1 ) μλN = 0 .
ġTl+1 = 0

(14)

3.0.2. Poisson’s impact law
The classical theory of impact explains that this phenomenon are related to a sudden changes in the motion state
of a given mass. These impacts are dealt with on the momentum level. Because the impact is a physical process that
happens on the velocity level. To do this Eq. (10) is reformulated as an equivalent mass equation
Mdq̇ + dH − WN dΛN − WT dΛT = 0 .

(15)

The discretization of the Eq. (15) has been previously presented by Stiegelmeyr [13]. The author assumes that
the impact time in real systems is finite and therefore the part of the momentum dH can not be disregarded. Using
Poisson’s law the impact process will be separated into a compression and an expansion phase. The compression
starts at time tA and ends at tC . The expansion follows immediately and ends at time t E . The Equation (15) bases
on the discrete compression time τ C = tC − tA , so that (d → Δ)
M Δq̇


_A
_ C −q
q

= ΔH +WN ΔΛN +WT ΔΛT ,



HC

_C τC .
qC − qA = q

ΛN C

ΛT C

(16)
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The relative velocity at the end of the compression phase ġN C , ġT C , can be calculated analogously to Eq. (13)






rN C
CN N CN T
ΛN C
CN
ġA
ġN C
=
+
HC +
+
.
(17)
ġT C
CT N GT T
ΛT C
CT
rT C
ġA
With the following shortcuts:
T
−1

CN = [WN + W
; CT = [WT + WT τC ]T M−1 ;
N τC ] M

CN N = CN WN ; CN T = CN WT ; CT N = CT WN ; CT T = GT WT ;
T

T

rN C = WN q̇A τC ; rT C = WT q̇A τC .
Figure 6 shows the contact law for the compression phase in normal and tangential contact direction, which are
defined by
ġN C  0 ΛN C  0 ,
gN C ΛN C = 0 ,
ġT C = 0 ,
| ΛT C | −μΛN C  0 ,
ġT C = 0 ,
ΛT C + sign(ġT C ) μΛN C = 0 .

(18)

The relative velocity at the end of the expansion phase ġ N E , ġT E possesses the same structure as in the compression
phase in Eq. (17). Swapping of the indices in Eq. (17) (C → E, A → C, τ C → τE ) with the discrete expansion time
τE = tE − tC , one gets






r
ġN E
EN N EN T
ΛN E
EN
ġ
=
+
HE + N E + N C .
(19)
ġT E
ET N ET T
ΛT E
ET
rT E
ġT C
During the expansion phase Poisson’s impact law was used in normal direction with (Λ N E = εN ΛN C ). Here εN
is the dissipation coefficient. The expansion law in tangential direction has been adopted from Beitelschmit [1].
3.0.3. Active rotor-auxiliary bearing to be controlled
The complete equation of motions is written as HMBS (rigid body and elastic subsystem), whereas coupling
between rotor and active auxiliary bearing exists only during the appearance of contact forces. The evaluation of the
mechanical impact dynamics is based on the rigid-body contact approach, which is described as constraints between
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contact forces and relative kinematics. This method allows the calculation of the normal and tangential momentum
by means of an implicit and explicit discretization (time-stepping algorithm).
By considering






Dr + Gr (Ω) 0
q̈r
q̇r
Mr 0
Sr + Nr (Ω, Ω̇) 0 qr
+
+
q̈a
q̇a
0 Ma
0
Da
0
0 qa






M

D

q̈

q̇

S

q

and
h(q̇, q, i) = −Dq̇ − Sq + JTT,r f unb + JTT,r f mag |z=zm + JTR,r lmot |z=zd +JTT,a ua ,

 λN

Wλ = WN WT
λT

hq


,

the equation of motion can be described in compact form as
q̈ = M−1 (hq + Wλ) + M−1 JTF,a ua ,


f

B

= f(q̇, q, t) + B ua

(20)

where M is the mass matrix, D stands for both the damping and skew gyroscopic matrix and S represents is the
stiffness and skew circulatory matrix. The vectors f unb , f mag and lmot are the unbalanced force, the magnet bearing
force and the torque of the drive motor. The characteristic curve of the torque is shown in Fig. 8.
The vector h contains all gyroscopic effects, as well as all active forces and moments, and is composed by h q and
the control force vector u a . JT,r , JR,r and JT,f which have been described in Eq. (5) are the Jacobi matrices at the
magnetic bearing (z = z mag ) and at the torque (z = z mot ) as can be seen in Fig. 1. The constrain matrix is W and
the vector of the contact force is λ.

4. Control concept
The control concept was designed such that the movement of the active auxiliary bearing will be synchronized to
the rotor orbit just before the occurrence of a contact. After contact the control has to assure a smooth transition to
the permanent contact condition, keeping the contact forces as small as possible and avoiding multi-contacts.

gN
arg min
ua = (q̈,q̇,q)
(21)
ġN
where arg min g(.) = value of (.) that minimizes g(.).
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The ġT will not be taken into consideration in Eq. (21) because a non-sliding contact would demand a very high
backward whirl (Ω bw ) compared with the speed of rotation (Ω), because the size of the air gap (δ 0 ), relative to the
outer diameter of the rotor, R r , is small:
 
Rr
ġT = 0 → Ωbw = −
Ω.
(22)
δ0
4.0.4. Sliding control
The main idea of sliding control as explained in Khalil [8], Slotine and Le [11], Friedland [5], is the transformation
of tracking error into a problem of stabilizing a time dependent surface, which will be presented in this section.
The sliding control strategy is designed in such a way that the auxiliary bearing tracks the given rotor trajectory
to assure the reduction of the impact when the first contact occurs. The mathematical description of the system in
the case of no contact (Eq. 20 with λ = 0) is
q̈ = M−1 hq + M−1 JTT,a ua .

(23)

The x-, y-acceleration of the rotor and auxiliary bearing is expressed by using the vector q of the generalized
coordinates and the Jacobian matrix of translation as
r̈r = JT,r M−1 hq ,
r̈a = JT,a M−1 hq + JT,a M−1 JTT,a ua ,

(24)

so that JT,r M−1 JTT,a = 0.
The vectors of the contact points s 1 , s2 in Fig. 4 can be formulated as
rs1 = rr − n1 Rr

;

rs2 = ra + n2 Ra ;


r = rs1 − rs2 .

(25)

The vector r defines the tracking error between the vector r r and the time variant vector r a . Introducing
R = [r T

r˙ T ] T

(26)

then the time variant surface s is established by
s(R; t) = 
r˙ + diag(ψ) 
r.

(27)

where diag(ψ) is a diagonal positive-definite matrix. If the condition s → 0 and ṡ → 0 are met then the stabilization
of the surfaces s can be assured. The calculation of s can be done after the reorganization of Eq. (23) and the
derivation of Eq. (26). The vector function h q in Eq. (23) is not exactly know because the stimulation of the magnetic
bearing, but it is estimated by hq . The best approximation to a continuous control law is
ua = JT,a MJTT,a [r̈r + diag(ψ)r˙ − JT,a M−1 hq − n̈1 δ0 ] .

(28)

In order to remove the discontinuity along s (chattering effect) caused by the controller, a boundary layer was
defined with positive vector φ
B(t) = {R, s(R; t)  φ} .

(29)

Each component in the boundary layer thickness (φ i ) will be attractive if the controller fulfills the following
criteria:

d
d
(si − φi )  −ni
si  φi → dt
i
=
1,
2
|si |  φi ⇒ si  φ̇i − ηi  0
(30)
d
si  −φi → dt
(si − φi )  ni
dt
Where ηi is a strictly positive constant. On the other hand, the gain vectors are defined as
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k = |JT,a M(hq − hq )| +η = h̄ + η ,

h̄

(31)

k̄ = k − φ̇ .
Next, the sliding control will be introduced
ua = ua − diag(k̄)sat[diag(φ)−1 s] .

(32)

The controller guarantees that the distance to the boundary layer always decreases in case of |s| > φ and
1
V (s) = sT s ,
2


d
V (s) = sT JT,a M(hq − hq ) − diag(k̄)sat[diag(φ)−1 s]
dt
 sT [h̄ − diag(h̄)sign(s)] + sT [diag(φ̇ − η)sign(s)]

(33)

 sT diag(φ̇ − η)sign(s)  0 .
The system trajectories inside the boundary layer |s|  φ from Eq. (27)
ṡ + diag(k̄)diag(φ)−1 s = h̄ .

(34)

The boundary layer thickness φ is formulated as a first-order filter with the help of the gain vector ψ
k̄ = diag(ψ)φ ,

(35)

k = φ̇ + diag(ψ)φ .
Equation (35) defines the time-history of the boundary layer thickness φ.
4.1. Feedback linearization and cross coupled feedback

The force-field curve of the actuator, obtained by the variation of the magnetic force due to control current and
the displacement of the shaft relative to the actuator casing, will be mapped to the required control force by use of
the feedback-linearization method. The basic principles are stated in Khalil [8], Slotine and Le [11].
The so linearized actuator is being used for two applications. First, the actuator is used in connection with the
auxiliary bearing to stabilize the system when it comes to rubbing and to minimize contact forces as previously
explained. Second, it is used to simulate the behavior of a passive rotor-auxiliary bearing system.
The cross coupled feedback is activated after the occurrence of the first small impact. The control law is:
ua = −k e3 JT,a q̇ .

(36)

With e3 , JT,f and q̇ according to the Eq. (6), Eq. (5), Eq. (4), respectively and the gain control k.
If the condition of permanent sliding contact is assumed (ġ T > 0), the Coulomb friction model can be used
(λN = −μλT ). Next, the control law (Eq. 36) can be inserted in Eq. (20) and can then be reformulated as a
close-loop equation of motion
e3 JT,a ] q̇ − M−1 [S + δ −1 (A + μBT )λN ] q + ...
q̈ = −M−1 [D + k JTT,a


D∗ (k)

S∗ (λN )

M−1 [JTT,r f unb + JTT,r f mag ] + M−1 JTR,r [lmot − μRr λN e3 ] ,


h∗ (Ω̇,Ω)

l∗ (Ω,λN )

= −M−1 D∗ (k)q̇ − M−1 S∗ (λN )q + h∗ (Ω̇, Ω) + l∗ (Ω, λN ) ,
with

(37)
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k = k0 (ġN ) + k1 (λN ) .
The factor k has to be determined to provide a smooth transition from the first contact to the permanent contact
condition. First, in order to avoid multi impacts, the gain control k 0 will guarantee the stabilization of the normal
relative velocity (Eq. 7). Second, the gain control k 1 assures the steady state of the contact force λ N and the indirect
stabilization of the rotatory speed of the rotor, because the bending and torsion vibration are coupled (Eq. 37).
Other stabilization contact force concepts can be found in Ulbrich et al. [16], Jiang and Ulbrich [7].

5. Numerical results
The rotor-active auxiliary bearing used in the following simulation is shown in Fig. 1. First the rotor is on a steady
state orbit with a constant rotatory frequency of 50 Hertz. Then after 100 ms the rotor has passed through five cycles,
the magnet bearing is activated and produces a rotor amplitude larger than the air gap (0.5 mm). In order to minimize
the impulse (Λ) or rather the contact force (λ) the controller is activated 4 ms before the first impacts occurs.
Figures 9–13 show the performance of the previously discussed sliding and cross coupled feedback controller.
For better illustration, the results are confined to a time frame from 100 ms to 180 ms.
The first noticeable results is the reduction of the relative distance between the rotor and the auxiliary bearing g N
(Fig. 9) as well as the reduction of the relative normal velocity ġ N (Fig. 10) when the controller is activated.
The same effect holds true for the impulse Λ N in normal direction. Figure 11 displays that the rotor is subjected
to multi-impacts if it will not be controlled, which leads to high normal und tangential impulses.
In summary one can say that the benefits of the controller (Fig. 12) is the strong reduction of the first contact
force by means of the Sliding control, the stabilization of the contact kinematics with the help of the cross coupled
feedback, guiding the rotor to a stable state.
It can be seen in the Fig. 13 (left) that in case of a passive rotor-auxiliary bearing (rotor rubbing without control), the
contact force will guide the rotor to an unstable state because of a heavy coupling between transversal- and torsional
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vibration and the limited drive torque. But in case of control, the angular speed Ω has also been stabilized which can
be seen by the disappearance of the torsional vibration. This has been achieved by means of the piecewise constant
gain control k (Eq. 36), which is composed by stabilization of the contact kinematics (k = k 0 ) and stabilization of
the rotatory speed (k = k 0 + k1 ).
In Fig. 13 (right) the orbit of the rotor for the controlled (dark line) and not controlled (light line) case is shown,
between x- and y-axis in a time frame from 0.35 s to 1 s. The chaotic behavior is clearly visible when the rotor is
not influenced by the controller. But with the control of the rotors a stationary, stable orbit is obtained.

6. Active rotor-auxiliary test rig
For verification of the theoretical results experiments have to be carried out. These experiments are already in
progress. At the TU Munich an experimental set-up has been constructed in order to verify the theoretical work and
the computer simulation, which have been presented above. The test rig can been seen in Fig. 14. Results will be
published soon.

7. Conclusions and outlook
A model for a stator-rotor system has been formulated and a control concept has been developed to minimize
contact forces and to bring the system into a stable state in order to prevent possible damage to men and machine.
The activated rotor-auxiliary bearing system has been modeled by the hybrid multibody system method (HMBS),
which allowed to include electro-magnetic actuators in the model with its force-field and the speed-torque characteristic of the drive system.
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Fig. 14. Test rig at TU Munich.

The impact dynamics have been represented by a rigid body approach with the fundamental property, that for a
contact the quantity of the relative kinematics is zero when the corresponding constrain forces is not zero, or vice
versa.
The concept for the controller was based on the sliding control method and cross coupled feedback. It has been
modified to accommodate the properties of the system in order to realize a rotor motion from the free state to
permanent contact with the auxiliary bearing.
As the numerical simulations, conducted with a time stepping algorithm, have shown, it is possible not only to
reduce impulses and contact forces between the rotor and the auxiliary bearing but also to bring the rotor to a stable
orbit if it is perturbed by the activation of the magnetic bearing. If no interventions are made, unpredictable chaotic
behavior is the unwanted result.
As mentioned above the experimental set-up has been assembled and is ready for first tests. The theoretical model
as presented here and the corresponding control concept is then implemented on the test rig to show the feasibility
and its practicability for such an application.
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